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Thank you for purchasing this copy of the “History of The Fifty Pence Coin”, which contains a considerable amount of new previously 

unpublished information collated from a wide variety of sources to help you with understanding your collection of 50p coins.  

This is the First Edition of the book which covers the First 50 Years of the 50p + 1 Year. It not only includes all of the 50p coins issued 

during the first 50 years, but also the UK fifty pence coins that have been issued by the Royal Mint during 2020. 

The price of the 2020 Edition of this e-book is £10.00 which includes free future updates of the book whenever they are issued. 

Updates of the book will be issued every two years.  

We would like to acknowledge the wide range of sources of valuable information that we have used to create this book and are 

especially grateful to the Royal Mint for providing some very interesting data that has allowed us to incorporate quite a lot of 

previously unpublished information. 

 

This copy of the History of the Fifty Pence Coin belongs to: 

Mr Brushwood Coins 

 

 

©Brushwood Coins 2020 
www.brushwood.mintrasystems.com 

  

Copyright Note: Please feel free to print out whatever parts of the book you wish for your own personal use, but in order to 

protect our copyright, we would like to request that you do not copy it to other people. If you wish to recommend someone else 

that might like to purchase a copy, then please let us know their contact details and as soon as they complete their purchase 

we will send you a discount voucher for use on any product you purchase from Brushwood Coins.  

Each copy of the book that has been purchased contains a watermark which identifies it as your own personal copy.  

HISTORY OF THE FIFTY PENCE COIN 

INTRODUCTION 

INTODUCTION  DRAFT – 

This is a low resolution copy of the book for use on the website to allow an insight into the content and scope, but 

with most of the key information obscured. 

If you would like a full copy with high quality illustrations and all the obscured information included please 

contact us via the Brushwood Coins website. 
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THE FIFTY PENCE COIN – The First Fifty Years (1969 – 2019) 

The popularity of the fifty pence coin has grown very rapidly in recent years as more and more new 
commemorative designs of 50p have been issued by the Royal Mint. Searching for the wide variety of 
different coin designs that have been issued into general circulation has created a new generation of avid 
coin collectors within the space of only a few years. Collecting the related sets of coins, such as the London 
Olympic Sports and the Beatrix Potter series of 50p, has become particularly addictive for many, especially 
when nobody knows for several years which coins are actually going to be the rarer ones.  

The 50th Anniversary of the issue of the first 50p coin therefore seems an appropriate time for this 
Brushwood Coins Fact Note to take an in depth look at the history of all the fifty pence designs that have 
ever been issued during the first fifty years.  

An unprecedented number of 50p coins were released during 2019, with some issued into general 
circulation, whilst many others were solely issued as 50th Anniversary special limited editions, and all of 
these are discussed in this note. Our coin note is intended to provide interested collectors with a good 
knowledge of all aspects of the 50p coin to assist them with their collecting, whatever their age or 
experience, as well as taking a look at some of the myths and legends surrounding the so-called ‘rare’ 50p 
coins. A discussion section on ‘Fakes, Forgeries and False news’ is included to help collectors avoid some of 
the common pitfalls when buying some of the rarer 50p coins.  

There is a detailed reference table (Table 1) describing every UK 50p issued since 1969, and also a complete 
rarity index reference table (Table 2) covering every single 50p variation issued, including Special Editions 
and those that were only ever available in Royal Mint sets. These two tables form the largest part of this 
coin note, providing over 60 pages of very detailed 50p information, and contain some previously 
unpublished facts that may surprise readers whether they are new to collecting or more experienced. Also 
included within Table 1 is a detailed section on the scarce London Olympic 50p Sports Series, with lots more 
detailed 50p-related information following on from the main table in 8 pages of subsidiary reference tables 
and lists.  

For completeness, we also take a brief look at some of the very interesting non-UK fifty pence coins and 
sets of coins that have been issued by the UK Territories and Dependencies, but which are actually not legal 
tender in the UK, despite being exactly the same shape and often being found in mainland change. 

Further detailed information on 50p coins is also included in a series of supporting Annexes, covering such 
topics as the Royal Mint Experience ‘Strike Your Own’ (SYO) 50p coins, and this edition now also includes all 
the 50p coins issued during 2020. A detailed overview of the 50p Error Coins that have been discovered 
since 1969 is also included in the Annexes.  
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CONTENTS  

These are the major subject sections that you will find inside: 

 1. The introduction of the new Fifty Pence coin    Page    4 

 2. Size, Weight, & Metal Composition of the UK fifty pence coin  Page    5 

 3. 50p Obverse Designs - The Queen’s Portraits     Page    6 

4. The 50p Reverse Designs – Commemorative & Definitive Issues   Page    7  

5. The ‘Rare’ Fifty Pence Coins       Page    8-11  

6. Minting Standards used by the Royal Mint for 50p coins  Page    12-14 

7. False News, Fakes and Forgeries!       Page    15-23 

8. Non-UK Fifty Pence Coins (Crown Dependencies & Territories)  Page    24-27 

9. References & Acknowledgements      Page    28-29 

 

These overview sections are then followed by over 60 pages of tables containing all the detailed individual coin information: 

  Table 1:     The Fifty Pence Designs (Chronological Order Index: 1969-2019)  Page    30-77 

  Table 1.1:  The London Olympic Sports BUNC 50p Coins    Page    79-80  

  Table 1.2:  The London Olympic Sports 50p - Design Competition Winners Page    81  

  Table 1.3:  The London Olympic Sports 50p - BUNC Coin Mintages  Page    82-83 

  Table 1.4:  The Royal Mint UK 50p Designers      Page    84-86 

   

  Table 2:     The Fifty Pence Designs (Rarity Order Index according to Mintage) Page    87-94 

 
 

Further detailed supporting information relating to 50p coins is contained in the following Annexes 

   Annex 1:     The Royal Mint Experience (SYO) 50p Coins    Page    95-97 

   Annex 2:     The Royal Mint Glossary of Numismatic Terms     Page    98-99 

   Annex 3:     The 2020 50p Coins        Page    100-105 

   Annex 4:     Fifty Pence Minting Errors (1969-2018)    Page    106-109 
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        4. The 50p Reverse Designs – Commemorative and Definitive Issues 

This part of our Coin Note is by far the most extensive and contains detailed information about every 
50p coin issued. Section 4 however is just an introduction to the content of the very detailed 50p 
reverse design database tables which can be found at the back of the note for easiest reference.  

The 50p Reverse design information is presented in two very large tables, so that you can find all the 
information you might need easily by selecting whichever table best suits your needs. Use ‘Table 1’ to 
find out all the detailed information for any particular 50p coin that you might be interested in, and 
then search ‘Table 2’ for its ranking position if you wish to find out how scarce it is relative to all other 
UK 50p coins issued.  

 Table 1: Chronological Order  (Pages 30 - 86) 

The first and largest table (Table 1) covers every UK 50p design that has been issued to date, 
starting with the first 50p issued in 1969 and running in chronological order through all the 50p 
reverse designs, including all the 50th Anniversary special coins issued, through to the end of 2019.  

In Table 1, for each fifty pence design there is an illustration of the reverse, its year of issue, a 
description of the design, name of the designer, and the mintage released into general circulation 
by the Royal Mint. The table, occupying well over 50 pages, also highlights which obverse portrait is 
associated with the reverse design whenever there are changes made to the design of the obverse.  

The quantity of coins minted at the higher Proof and the BUNC minting standards are also included 
in this first table for each of the 50p designs. Also identified in Table 1 are all the additional 50p 
designs that were only ever issued as limited editions within RM Proof and Brilliant Uncirculated 
Sets (BUNC), but never issued into general circulation. This applies particularly to a number of 
scarce definitive 50p issues which were often only ever issued within Royal Mint annual year sets. 

 Table 2: Rarity Ranking Order (Pages 87 - 94) 

The second table again lists all the 50p reverse designs ever issued, but now in a completely 
different order. This time they are ranked using the relative ‘rarity’ of the coins, starting with the 
rarest, rather than in order of their date of issue. Unlike some other attempts to produce a ‘50p 
rarity ranking index’, our second table covers every fifty pence coin issued in the UK since 1969 
(including all the early larger-sized and all the current smaller-sized 50p coins, with issue dates up 
to and including 2019). The rarity table extends over 8 pages. 

The sequence of the coins in the ‘Rarity Order’ Table 2 is based purely on their actual minting 
quantities (as published retrospectively by the Royal Mint), and it is not skewed in any way by such 
subjective effects as ‘perceived demand’, ‘popularity’, or by having certain selected groups of 50p 
designs omitted altogether (as is often done by certain quite well known commercial sellers in their 
‘rarity’ listings!)  The release of the 2018 50p mintage figures in October 2019 by the Royal Mint has 
affected the table significantly, for example by all the 2018 Beatrix Potter coins which are now 
known to be scarce. The 2019 Peter Rabbit 50p has also had a very surprising impact!  
 
There is a great deal of entirely false information regularly published in the media and in 
advertising regarding 50p coin rarity, so this second table is intended to give an entirely impartial 
view of how scarce or not some of the 50p coins actually are. Section 5, that follows, is a useful 
introduction to the ‘Top Ten’ rarest 50p coins that will be found in Table 2.  
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6. Minting Standards used by the Royal Mint for 50p coins 
 
 

For fifty pence coin collectors who may not be familiar with how to spot the difference 
between the three minting standards used by the Royal Mint, the following definitions are 
quite important and will help you to understand the key differences. These minting standards 
are regularly misused in descriptions by people selling coins on the internet; sometimes 
because they do not properly understand the differences, but often in an attempt to mislead 
the less knowledgeable coin collector into thinking they are buying a higher quality coin than 
they may actually end up receiving.  
 
Before explaining the differences, it is important to appreciate that these minting standards 
are not the same as ‘grades’ used to define a coin’s condition, or state of wear. (If you need to 
understand the accepted UK definitions for a coin’s condition, or grade, then there is another 
Brushwood Coin Note that you can refer to entitled ‘Coin Grading’ under the ‘Collectors Coins’ 
section of the Brushwood Coins website.) The ‘minting standard’ defines the quality of surface 
finish and detail on the coin at the point of manufacture. 
 
There are three minting (or “striking”) standards regularly used by the Royal Mint for base 
metal 50p coins:  
 
“General Circulation Standard”,  
“Brilliant Uncirculated (BUNC or BU)”,  
“Proof Standard”  
 
Sometimes the Royal Mint has issued subtly different variants of 50p coin design at more than 
one minting standard which can make it easier to tell which coin you have in your hand, but 
only if you know the exact detailed differences. However, another word of warning: do not 
rely entirely on the Royal Mint’s own website as there are unfortunately some errors and 
omissions.  A prime example (at the time of writing) is the very scarce 2009 Kew Gardens 50p, 
where the RM website illustrates the ‘general circulation standard’ coin in its coin issue 
mintage section with the wrong reverse design! They actually show the ‘proof/BUNC 
standard’ reverse, although the website image is not very clear. As a result nearly all images of 
the ‘circulation standard’ 2009 Kew Gardens 50p appearing on the internet are actually 
incorrect! The RM has also made a similar mistake with illustrating the 2011 Olympic Aquatics 
coin, which has a truly rare variant, but the website shows the wrong image. 
 
The key message here is to be fully aware of what you are buying, particularly if it is a scarce 
50p coin; do your own research, and check the photographs of the actual coin being sold in 
detail before parting with hard-earned cash. (Table 1 will highlight any obvious coin design 
differences if they are not exactly the same at each minting standard.) 

 

 General Circulation Standard   
 
Coins that are minted for issuing into general circulation, (e.g. for everyday use via the banks and 
the Post Office), are minted using the Royal Mint’s standard minting process. A single coin 
production press at The Royal Mint can typically strike up to 500 circulation standard coins per 
minute, which is equivalent to 720,000 coins a day.  Often multiple presses are running 

6.  MINTING STANDARDS 

INTRODUCTION 

INTODUCTION  
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simultaneously when large quantities are required for issue and all these coins pour from the 
machines into bulk containers before being later counted out by machine into sealed bags for issue.  
 
Circulation standard coins produced in this way for general circulation will often inevitably have a 
lot of minor surface marks or scratches on them caused by the coins knocking into each other as 
they are collected together for packaging. This is the basic (lowest) standard of coin minted for 
general use in everyday circulation. 
 
For modern day coins (post 1982) it is not correct for sellers to ever describe any coins that have 
come from this large scale manufacturing process as “BUNC” or “BU” (see below) because they will 
definitely not be up to that quality standard of minting. The highest quality that a standard coin can 
be is just ‘Uncirculated’ or ‘UNC’ even if it comes straight from the Royal Mint or sealed bank bag.   
 
All fifty pence coins issued for general circulation should have an all-over shiny finish, as opposed to 
any matt or frosted finishes. If you have what appears to be an uncirculated fifty pence coin with 
any type of non-shiny finish then it is not a normal circulation standard coin or a BUNC coin. (It may 
be either a genuine proof coin or, far more likely, it is a fake.)  

 

 Brilliant Uncirculated Standard (BUNC or BU) 

‘Brilliant Uncirculated’ coins are separately manufactured by the Royal Mint on different 
presses and to a higher standard than circulating coins. The dies used to strike Brilliant 
Uncirculated coins are polished to a considerably higher standard than those used for 
circulation standard coins. The Brilliant Uncirculated blanks are machine-fed into the press 
at a much lower rate than for circulation coins and then are struck twice and removed 
individually so that they do not knock into each other. As a result, they are produced at a 
significantly slower production rate than circulation coins, at around just 100 coins per 
hour. (Compare this with striking rates of up to 30,000 an hour for the normal bulk general 
circulation standard coins.)  

BUNC standard coins offer a much higher level of unblemished design detail than 
circulation standard, albeit with slightly lower definition than Proof coins. All BUNC coins 
have a very highly polished shiny finish to both sides of the coin and they always leave the 
Royal Mint fully sealed in packaging which protects each BUNC coin - never in in bulk bags. 
The quality of finish of a BUNC coin is always a ‘mirror like’ shiny surface, often making it 
quite difficult to photograph compared to a normal coin. It is quite easy to spot a true 
BUNC coin from its photograph due to the very high levels of reflection apparent from all 
parts of the design. Occasionally the background flat parts of a BUNC coin may appear 
black because all the light has been reflected away from the camera. A true BUNC coin will 
have no marks on it whatsoever and will have very sharply defined sharp edges to the coin 
with no dents or surface scratches. Ideally a BUNC coin will still be sealed in its original 
plastic RM package or have been carefully transferred to a coin capsule. The first Royal 
Mint BUNC coin sets were issued in 1982.  

If there are any small marks or dents anywhere on a coin, then it is almost certainly not a 
BUNC coin. (But occasionally a BUNC coin will enter circulation, often as a result of a child 
deciding to spend the money they have been given inside a sealed Royal Mint coin set 
without realising that it was worth a lot more than its face value.) 

It is also worth a quick mention here of the Royal Mint “First Strike” coin quality as this is 
another term frequently misused by sellers. The RM has introduced this as a marketing 
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description for the best of the new Alphabet ten pence coins they have issued in 2018 and 
2019, but it is NOT the same as Brilliant Uncirculated. ‘First Strike’ coins are merely the first 
coins to be struck using circulation standard dies, before they begin to show signs of wear 
with large scale minting; but they are not BUNC. “First Strike” coins are not issued in bulk 
bags, but come individually packaged and bar coded from the Royal Mint.  

 Proof Standard 

Royal Mint Proof coins are the highest quality of coin produced by The Royal Mint. With no 
equal in sharpness, detail and finish, they are renowned for being the pinnacle of the 
minter’s art all over the world, offering the very highest levels of craftsmanship and design 
detail possible.  

The dies used to strike RM Proof coins are all individually hand-finished. This is to ensure 
that every imperfection is removed before they are used to strike a coin. Each Proof blank 
or ‘planchet’ is placed into a coin press by hand. Proof coin blanks are also of higher quality 
than Brilliant Uncirculated and bulk circulation blanks. Proof coins will be struck up to six 
times, at a lower speed and with lower pressure than other finishes. This ensures a 
smoother, sharper finish and preserves all the finer details of the design. 

After striking, each Proof coin is removed from the press by hand and checked for any 
imperfections. The dies are cleaned with air between each coin to ensure that no marks or 
imperfections are caused by impurities during striking. As a result of the extra care and 
attention, no more than 50 Proof coins can be struck per hour. The Proof dies are regularly 
re-worked and re-polished to maintain a blemish-free finish when striking. Each Proof die 
may only strike a few hundred coins before it has to be re-polished.  

Interestingly, not all Proof coins have the same finish. The most common example is where 
the background of the design - the ‘table’ - has a polished mirror finish and a frosted effect 
is applied to the foreground - the ‘relief’. This gives a higher contrast and more definition 
to the coin design. The frosted effect is achieved by sand and glass bead blasting the 
surface of the die, with the table protected. On rare occasions the coin will be finished with 
‘reverse frosting’, where the table is frosted and the relief polished. There are also 
variations of frosting, such as Matt and Satin.  

(For reference, images 2 to 4 in Section 3 (50p Obverse – 3rd, 4th, & 5th Portraits) are all 
illustrated using Proof coin images. The first two images also illustrate the photographic 
effect described earlier; creating what appears to be a black background. ) 

Also worth noting is that all the commercially issued RM Proofs prior to 1980 were issued 
without any matt finish at all. They were all issued with a highly polished shiny mirror-like 
finish over the entire coin on both sides; so from 1969 through to 1979 all proofs are 100% 
mirror finish shiny. In addition, there is no difference whatsoever between the coins 
contained in “Standard Proof Sets” and those described as “Deluxe Proof Sets”, “Executive 
Proof Sets”, “Premium Proof Sets” or any other name the Royal Mint may give them … the 
only difference is in the packaging. Don’t be misled by sellers claiming that they have 
higher quality “Premium Proof” coins for sale because all current RM proofs are of exactly 
the same quality. 
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7. False News, Fakes and Forgeries!  

Unfortunately the fifty pence coin’s new-found popularity, together with the wider realisation that 
there really are some quite valuable 50p variants, has given rise to a new generation of fake copy 
coins, outright forgeries, and a great deal of quite false news regarding what is actually rare.   

False News: There is a lot of poorly researched, entirely false, or at best, highly biased information 
published in the press regarding the rarity of fifty pence coins. This is also prevalent on auction 
sites such as eBay where there are so many false descriptions, and even commercial coin company 
websites which promote the sale of their own 50p products often exaggerate the scarcity of coins 
in their marketing to promote greater sales.  

Most articles claiming to be about rare fifty pence coins published in daily national newspapers are 
just not credible, frequently taking extreme examples of crazy prices on eBay as being 
representative of a coin’s value. Newspaper journalists writing about scarce coins are seldom 
experts, and they often just reproduce what others have already written in error on the subject, 
therefore only further compounding the false illusion of what is actually rare for those who do not 
yet know.  

Various ‘rarity' or ‘scarcity’ index lists have been produced for the fifty pence coin, but we advise 
taking great care when using them, because many of them are highly selective in what they 
include, or exclude, and usually fail to inform the reader if they have missed out quite significant 
blocks of 50p issue, (such as, for example, often the entire Olympic Sport series of 29 coins!) 
Frequently all the early larger-sized issue of 50p coins minted prior to 1997 have been omitted 
from fifty pence rarity lists, so for example the rare 1992-93 EU Presidency 50p coin almost never 
appears in its rightful place ahead of the Kew Gardens 50p.  

Some of these scarcity lists have been mathematically skewed or biased as a result of using 
‘perceived demand’, or ‘internet expressed interest’ in a coin, rather than anything to do with the 
actual number issued into circulation by the Royal Mint, so in the long term these lists are of very 
little use indeed in determining the eventual true rarity of any coin.  

A few of the web-based commercial sellers of coins are so popular that entirely false demand is 
sometimes created when ‘not entirely factually complete’ information has been presented with 
professional looking graphics. Instead of being rare, many 50p coins turn out to have been issued 
in extremely large numbers, and the Beatrix Potter 50p series is a prime example of much 
misinformation, as discussed earlier in the section on the top ten rare 50ps.  

People seem to randomly quote whichever ‘rarity index’ suits their purpose when claiming a coin 
they are selling is ‘rare’. In many cases sellers on sites such as eBay just invent information about a 
coin’s rarity with almost no basis of fact whatsoever. The most important message, repeated again 
here, is to do your own research and try to ignore most of what is published in the daily news 
press about rare 50p coins. Only make a significant purchase of what you think might be a rare 50p 
coin after making up your own mind that the information provided is genuine. Never believe what 
the seller tells you without first checking it. Concentrate on the detail of what you can see in the 
photograph provided, not what the seller is claiming. If the picture quality is poor, or not of the 
actual coin being sold (eg a ‘stock photo’), then our advice would be not to buy it.  
 
Here are some typical examples of so-called ‘fake news’ from the newspapers … 
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9. References & Acknowledgements 

It would not be possible to compile a reliable or complete history of the fifty pence coin without reference to a considerable number 
of sources of information, and I would therefore like to acknowledge the valuable contributions that I have found helpful in writing 
this note from the following reference sources.  
 
I would also like to thank my son Chris and my good friend Anna, for their highly beneficial assistance with proof reading the final 
version before release.     

 

 
1. The Royal Mint    www.royalmint.com       The Royal Mint website is the source of much useful  

     information on new coin releases, historical context, and UK circulating coin  
     mintages. 
 

2. The Royal Mint Experience  www.royalmint.com/the-royal-mint-experience    The Royal Mint   
     Experience (RME) is an interesting visitor attraction to see the workings of the  
     Royal Mint coin production and museum. Also the ‘Strike Your Own’ coins that can 
     be purchased as part of the RME tour are the only direct source of purchasing such 
     coins, which occasionally turn out to be quite scarce.   
 

3. The Coin Yearbook 2019  www.tokenpublishing.com A very useful reference guide to the circulation  
     mintages and current values of all UK coin types. Updated on an annual basis. 
 

4. Coins of England & the UK  2017 www.spink.com A very useful long-established annually published reference 
     guide to the coins of the UK, now published in two parts with the decimal issues in 
     a separate volume. 
 

5. The Face of the Realm by John Wall www.spink.com A useful descriptive manual covering the history and  
     design of  many UK coins 
 

6. Check Your Change (Rotographic) www.checkyourchange.co.uk        A very useful source of general information  
     on 50p coins. In particular CYC has carried out a very extensive study of error  
     coins which we have referred to and is a recommended source of reliable  
     information on coin minting errors.  

  
7. The British Pobjoy Mint  www.pobjoy.com     The Pobjoy Mint is a UK privately owned coin   

     minting service located in Surrey, producing coins (including 50p) for the UK Crown 
     Dependencies & British Overseas Territories. 
 

8. The Tower Mint   www.towermint.co.uk  The Tower Mint is a UK privately owned coin minting 
     service located in London, producing coins (including 50p) for the UK Crown  
     Dependencies & British Overseas Territories. 
 

9. Numista     www.en.numista.com       The Numista website is a general source of  
     information about coins from many countries worldwide, including the  
     British Overseas Territories & Dependencies   
 

10. Irish Coinage   www.irishcoinage.com        The Irish Coinage website is a source of reference  
     about the currency of Ireland from early years through to the current time.  
 

11. The Fake Pound Database  www.thefakepoundcoindatabase.co.uk    The Fake Pound Database is a primary 
     reference source for identifying fake UK coins of all types. We have referred to this 
     excellent resource extensively for our discussion of 50p fakes.  
 

12. eBay (British Coins)   www.ebay.co.uk  The British coins section of the eBay auction website is an  
     excellent place to buy 50 pence coins from years that you are missing in your  
     collection. However, it is not a source of reliable coin information, often with 
     quite false claims being made about rarity with almost no basis of fact. You should 
     be very careful when buying genuinely valuable or rare coins because of large  
     numbers of fake coins on eBay. Sellers regularly put up misleading descriptions of 
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     their coins, and sometimes do not have any genuine knowledge of the coins they 
     are selling; frequently just copying across incorrect descriptions from other sellers. 
 

13.  Wikipedia   http://www.en.wikipedia.org/       Wikipedia is a useful general source of  
     background information on the UK fifty pence coin. 
 

 
14. Bank of England   www.bankofengland.co.uk      The Bank of England ultimately determines how  

     many of each circulation coin type are minted by the Royal Mint and then released 
     into general circulation each year based on retail needs and demands. 
 

15. Change Checker (Westminster) www.changechecker.org  Change Checker is a trading division of   
     Westminster Coins and a good alternative source to the Royal Mint for new 50p 
     limited edition coins at the Brilliant Uncirculated standard.   
 

16. Westminster Coins   www.westminstercollection.com      Westminster is an official distributor of the 
     Royal Mint along with its associated trading division, ‘Change Checker.’  
 

17. Brushwood Coins   www.brushwood.mintrasystems.com  Brushwood Coins is the originator of this 
     fifty pence coin note. Other Coin Notes on UK coins can also be found for 
     reference on our website, including the ‘Wren Farthing’, the ‘Ship Halfpenny’, the 
     twelve-sided ‘Brass Threepence’ and a note on coin grading standards in Britain. 
 

18. Change Range   www.changerange.net        Change Range is a very useful resource for checking 
     50p issue information, and in particular it has links to the Royal Mint historical  
     published mintage figures and pictorial content for BUNC & Proof annual sets  
     which are often not particularly easy to find on the Royal Mint website itself. They 
     also have information on the SYO coins from the Royal Mint Experience. 
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The Fifty Pence Reverse Designs 

  

Table 1: 50p Chronological Date Order  

 

Table 1 which follows describes every 50p coin that has been issued by the Royal Mint, from its introduction as a new coin 

denomination in 1969 through to its 50th year anniversary in 2019. Each entry in the table includes a picture of the coin, a 

description of the key features of the design (including any variations), the designer, and the quantity minted. The table only 

includes 50p coins which are made of the same base metal as those entering circulation.  

The mintage of each design entering general circulation, the number released in Brilliant Uncirculated quality, and also the number 

minted at the higher Proof standard are all included in the table.  

The table also includes all the special limited edition 50p coins that did not enter general circulation. 

Subsidiary tables at the end of the main Table 1 offer further detail on topics such as the London Olympic Sports 50p series, a 

complete list of all the 50p designers to date, and a detailed comparison of the general circulation vs BUNC mintages for the 

Olympic 50p series. Also covered in a separate table are the ‘Strike Your Own’ coins that have been available to purchase as part of 

the Royal Mint Experience tour, focussing particularly on the 50p ‘SYO’ coin options. 

(All the 2020 50p coins are also included in this edition of the book and they can be found towards the end in Annex 3.)   

  

TABLE 1:  50P REVERSE DESIGNS - CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER 

INTRODUCTION INTODUCTION  DRAFT – 

PAGE VERSION 14/06 

This is a low resolution version of the book for the website with some 
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If you would like to purchase a full version please contact us via the 

Brushwood Coins website 
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